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**WUR417 Overview questionnaires dashboard promotor**
Questionnaires addressed to the promotor were listed twice on their dashboard. This has been fixed. Also, when the promotor would navigate to the dashboard of a certain PhD candidate, all questionnaires addressed to the promotor would be displayed instead of just the ones related to the specific PhD candidate. This has been fixed too.

**WUR962 Problem clicking link in email: ‘/login’ in address does not produce role selection**
Users with multiple roles usually get a page after logging in where they can choose their desired role. In the situation where a user was not yet logged in at all and they clicked on a link in an email (a so-called deep link), the role selection was skipped. As a result, the user could not reach the relevant page without first logging in, selecting the correct role and then clicking the link again. This issue has been resolved.

A *deep link* is a link to, for example, a specific trajectory, milestone interview or a portfolio activity.

**WUR962 Problem clicking link in email: ‘/login’ goes to another role**
It often happens that a user has multiple roles, which have different rights. If a user clicked on a link in an email to perform an action while the user was logged on in a role that does not have the needed rights to perform this action, a message was displayed saying that the user is not authorized to perform the action. This has been resolved: if the user does have an authorized role for the concerning action, a link is offered to switch to that role.
Role of chair group secretariat: more functionalities made available

1. **WUR991 - In role Chair group secretariat no SUPPORT tab**
   The 'Support' tab was not accessible to users in the role of chair group secretariat. This has been made available.

2. **WUR919 - 'On Hold' button not visible**
   The 'On Hold' button was not available for users in the role of chair group secretariat. This functionality has been added to the role and can be found at the bottom of the page. The button 'On hold history' has also been made available, which can be found at the top of the page:

   ![On hold - Items page](image)

3. **WUR992 - Upload documents: add to role chair group secretariat**
   The design of Hora Finita has been adjusted so that chair group secretariats can now also add (extra) documents in the project phase of a PhD track.

4. **WUR987 - 'Proposal for change supervisors' goes wrong for certain PhD projects**
   Hora Finita allowed the user in the role of chair group secretariat to propose a change for the supervision team. However, a made proposal was saved as an empty form, which subsequently caused a lot of confusion in the train of approval. This has been resolved: the rights for the role chair group secretariat are now set up in such a way that the proposal for change is saved correctly and is visible to those who have to assess the proposal.